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Abstract: In this article we introduce an input-oriented democratic innovation – that we term ‘TaxTrack’ – which offers individual taxpayers the means to engage with their political economies in three ways. After joining the TaxTrack program, an individual can: (1) see and understand how much, and what types, of taxes they have contributed, (2) see and understand how their tax contributions are, or have been, used, and (3) control what their tax contributions can, or cannot, be spent on. We explain this democratic innovation in two ways. The first is through evocation to prefigure what the innovation could look like in future practise which raises the prospects for both good and problematic outcomes. The second is through formal theory to produce a detailed model of the innovation to assist theory building. We conclude by discussing three interactive outcomes of ‘TaxTrack’ through the democratic innovations literature to establish the beginnings of a theory for the model. This theory tells us that ‘TaxTrack’ can return benefits to its users and the democratic regimes in which they are located but it may also place restrictions on output-oriented innovations like Participatory Budgeting.

INTRODUCTION: BORN IN ‘THE GREAT DISCONNECT’

Central to discussions on democracies in crises¹⁰ – otherwise termed the ‘democratic malaise’¹¹ discourse – is the claim that elected governments, public servants, and public things¹² (e.g. institutions, infrastructure, common goods, services) – hereafter public affairs – are falling out of the frame of concern¹³ for individuals and groups in their day-to-day affairs. The explanations for why this trend of apathy or aversion toward mainstream democratic
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governance and the management of every-day public goods that people depend on are many.\textsuperscript{14} We do, however, judge that one of the most salient explanations for this complex and often pernicious dynamic is the now well-documented\textsuperscript{15} disconnect between institutions of governance and the citizens, residents, and visitors – hereafter people – that fund them through their taxes.

There is growing interdisciplinary research that demonstrates how institutions of governance – parliaments and associated policy networks, for instance – that are meant to serve people are simultaneously one of the main causes for people’s growing disinterest in public affairs\textsuperscript{16} and lack of trust in government. As Bertou’s political distrust is intertwined with the failure of representation as failures of transparency and accountability amongst representatives (as a supposed ‘political class’) are frequently assumed to be endemic to their relevant institutions.\textsuperscript{17} The existential risk for democratic regimes – such as those of the Australasian region\textsuperscript{18} – who continue to suffer from this ‘disconnect’ should not be underestimated. Indeed, this disconnect has been attributable to the reason why certain demographics – young adults in particular – are demonstrating tolerance for, even open acceptance of, non- or less-democratic regime types.\textsuperscript{19} As Curry and Romano\textsuperscript{20} intimate, for a democracy to be sustained by its people, they must hold the ‘perception that the system works’ for their benefit. We further add the importance of inclusive social capital connections and the ability for individuals – regardless of class, race, ability, and gender – to participate in institutions and processes of formal-technocratic governance. Perhaps the central component to meeting such requirements is that people can see, for themselves, that they are able to access reliable information\textsuperscript{21} to make informed decisions that impact their lives – which increasingly means seeing that information for themselves without mediation or redaction by state authorities.\textsuperscript{22}


\textsuperscript{18} Mark Chou, Jean-Paul Gagnon, Catherine Hartung and Lesley J. Pruitt, \textit{Young People, Citizenship and Political Participation}. London: Rowman & Littlefield, 2017, chapters 2 and 3 in particular.


The literature is also clear that there are dividends to be paid to elected representatives who try to re-connect people with the parliaments and other public institutions that serve them through ‘democratic innovations’. These include deliberative, direct, O2O (online-to-offline), or agonistic approaches, among others, for people to collaborate with the institutions that govern them or otherwise serve them. Outside of politics, economics is portrayed as a technocratic space where ‘ordinary’ citizens cannot effectively participate due to insufficient knowledge and training. This, if anything, renders the economy a risky policy field to experiment with vis-à-vis sortition or governance of the economy by randomly chosen people. Citing Wolfgang Merkel, George Vasilev and Jean-Paul Gagnon aver that there is an ‘exclusivity from democracy that economies in representative democracies have been enjoying since the 1970s’. Considering this, the dynamic of the ‘disconnect’ is arguably more pernicious in the policy field of economics. A number of these reconnective arrangements, therefore, take public finance, taxes, budgets, and spending as their primary concern. The technique known as Participatory Budgeting (PB) is arguably the standout example from among them. PB, or Orçamento Participativo in Portuguese, is a direct-democracy technique established by the Brazilian Workers’ Party in the 1980s and first institutionalized by Porto

23 However, it is also important to point out that representatives do not always see citizen-institution connections as their responsibility. Discussing the case of the UK, Norton observes that traditionally ‘MPs were keen to promote themselves [but] devoted little time to the collective activity of promoting the institution of which they were a member. They were prepared to use it for their own purposes, but that did not necessarily enhance public awareness of, and support for, the institution of Parliament’. Philip Norton, ‘Parliament and Citizens in the United Kingdom.’ In Cristina Leston-Bandeira (eds), Parliaments and Citizens, New York: Routledge, 2013, pp.139-154, p.147.


29 Sortition mechanisms, legislative theatre, electoral reform toward mathematically ‘fairer’ models like Mixed Member Proportional Representation, and radical practises of representation (e.g. ‘flatpack democracy’) are a few examples. For an example of how sortition can be used to meet ‘financial sustainability challenges’ at the local government level, see Joseph Drew, ‘Sort[ition]ing Out Local Government Financial Sustainability’. Public Administration Quarterly, 44(2), 2020, pp. 262-287.


32 As Dean, Asenbaum and Gagnon (2019, p. viii) state: ‘the economy and the workplace should receive much more attention from democratic theorists than it currently does’. Rikki Dean, Hans Asenbaum, and Jean-Paul Gagnon, ‘What Is Democratic Theory?’ Democratic Theory, 6(2), 2019, pp. v-xx. Similarly, Carole Pateman, in an interview with Graham Smith, rhetorically asks: ‘What’s politics about these days, largely? It’s about the economy’ (p. 113). Her encouragement for democratic theorists is for them to focus more on ‘social and economic structures’. See Carole Pateman and Graham Smith, ‘Reflecting on Fifty Years of Democratic Theory’. Democratic Theory, 6(2), 2019, pp.111-120.

33 For example, social capital investment has been shown to create new opportunities for participation in economic life but is heavily dependent on local political, economic, and social contexts which determine delivery, outcome, and effectiveness.

Allegre’s mayor Olívio Dutra in 1989 at the city level. The idea of PB is to enable citizen participation in budgeting processes. It is output oriented. The rationale behind PB is that citizens have the right to determine how public moneys will be spent and, when they participate with state-sponsored budgeting officers in this, they also learn about the mechanics, procedures, and nature of the governance structures that rule them. The expressions of sovereignty and civic learning from participants in PB, some researchers claim, can lead to strengthening democratic attitudes among participants. Similar claims have been made about deliberative citizens juries convened to discuss matters of public finance.

Yet, despite the increasing popularity and uptake of PB and similar democratic innovations, concern remains about the impact, efficacy, and sustainability of these events and processes. There is further need for innovations in the provision of democratic innovations that are concerned with public finance. Thinkers like Dongwon Lee and Sujin Min or Sun-Moon Jung are, for example, investing their resources into improving existing arrangements, such as PB, to address these shortcomings. However, despite such efforts, these projects are not focusing on the input and individualised prospects of democratically engaging with taxes. The discussion to date has been budget or output oriented and is, therefore, concerned with collective prospects. We argue that this is a gap in both our theoretical and applied frameworks that concern people’s democratic participation in public finance or state economics more broadly. We further suspect that democratising taxation, at the input stage, can productively, even provocatively, interact with the output stage – thereby having the potential to address the aforementioned criticisms, malaise, and gaps in PB and other democratic innovations.

We have reason to believe that when people participate in a formal model known as ‘TaxTrack’ – which enables an individual user to see what types of taxes they have contributed, the amount in total, where their dollars are being held or have been transferred to and to what function, and on what their dollars have been allocated and spent – they will be more inclined to participate in, for example, PB processes and engage with their

39 For 28 cases that link participation to economic advancement, see Participedia’s collection on that theme here: Accessed at: <https://participedia.net/collection/6774?page=1>.
governments when it comes time to decide how a budget will be spent. This is because prior research has shown that if people participate in a successful (here meaning politically impactful with obvious legislative or regulatory outcomes) democratic innovation they are more likely to do so again, and with increased political efficacy. Further, we also argue that people will likely demonstrate more engagement in public affairs, and that they will likely demonstrate stronger democratic attitudes, if they are awarded the capacity to determine what their tax contributions can, or cannot, be spent on and to see that these controls have thereafter been adhered to by those authorized to spend them. This verification function can be provided to people by giving them access to the paid invoices in which all, or some portion of, their tax contributions have been used.

These controls on individual tax contributions have the capacity to shape budget outcomes. Mapping tax contributions would further underline the values of co-creation and co-participation with those paying the taxes and for whom these tax contributions are intended to benefit. However, this limits the scope that governments and their partners in, for example, PB processes must spend at their discretion as they may face surpluses predetermined by TaxTrack users in certain areas like education, environmentalism and healthcare and shortfalls in typically less popular – but arguably necessary – areas such as defence, policing and politician salaries. There may, therefore, be a negative interaction between TaxTrack at the input stage and PB at the output stage – hence the provocation – which warrants further research.

Our aim in this article is, however, to introduce the TaxTrack model. To do this, we begin with an evocative explanation of the TaxTrack model from future user-perspectives and then from future analyst perspectives. An artist-activist technique of running future situations to establish present-day concepts is the method followed in that section. Importantly, budget allocations of public taxes also reveal what types of present-futures participants and governments are actively trying to create. We then transfer the evocative expression of the model into formal logic. As Robinaugh et al explain, ‘we must equip researchers [we would add parliamentarians, too] with tools that allow them to better generate, evaluate, and

43 The difference between the two models is that in TaxTrack an individual can determine, privately, how their tax contributions should or can be spent. In Participatory Budgeting, the same individual can participate with others in making determinations about the total budget, or a portion of that budget. TaxTrack is oriented to the individual who can engage with the model privately and make determinations about their tax contributions or the input of one person’s tax moneys. Participatory Budgeting is oriented to the collective who can publicly engage with budgets or the output of many people’s tax contributions.


45 Verification of adherence is fundamental to accountability and the success of such a program. For example, in the US and Canada, there have been tensions when PB outcomes go against government interests and then lead to declining levels of participation (re: policing budgets). For more on the interplay between PB and power, see Gianpaolo Baiocchi and Ernesto Ganuza, ‘Participatory Budgeting as If Emancipation Mattered’. Politics & Society, 42(1), 2014, pp. 29-50.

46 The first-person, or actor’s role, is adopted for the user-perspectives and the third-person, or observer’s role, for the analyst perspectives to offer a more diverse evocation of the TaxTrack model.


48 Through democratizing economic planning participants have direct say in what kind of economic future they want.
develop their theories’. It is only when we render our theories into the confines of formal expression that we lay bare their nature, fix their essential properties, and are then able to exercise our ‘fine callipers’ upon them. To assist in achieving Robinaugh et al.’s desired function of formalized theory, and to stimulate discussion, the model is given in two forms: (1) a simplified model and (2) a pluralized model. We conclude by discussing the simplified model in relation to the democratic innovations literature to establish the beginnings of a democratic innovations-informed theory for TaxTrack. We do this to demonstrate that there are numerous potential normative and instrumental benefits, or ‘goods’, that may come to individuals using the TaxTrack model – chief of which is engagement with public affairs – which warrants further research and feasibility studies by governments, scholars and practitioners, alike or together.

‘TAXTRACK’ IN EVOCATION

The artist-activist method, which Syrus Marcus Ware co-develops over several creative works and speeches, invites the user to offer emotive and relational ‘portraits’ of a concept in action – usually in one or more future times and usually from more than one perspective. This technique has the potential to consider the perspectives of disempowered or otherwise marginalized users by adopting an intersectional approach. Ware has demonstrated his method through theatre, documentary, film, drawn or painted portraits, and collective imagination facilitated through text (written, spoken). We follow his method by using textual accounts of TaxTrack in use in the future and from two different perspectives for a total of four short scenarios. This, as Ware makes clear, enables us as writers and you as readers to ‘shed light on theoretical problems’ and to ‘present activist struggle’ in ‘these times’. The four scenarios are given as: (1) The Future User, reality 1, (2) The Future User, reality 2, (3) The Future Analyst, reality 1, and (4) The Future Analyst, reality 2.


Consider yourself in the future. It is that day of the week for your customary outing and you travel to your preferred shop to tend to your satisfactions. At the teller, you present your goods and, when it is time to pay for them, you are prompted by a now familiar message:

---


50 Ibid.

51 Busk wisely advises researchers not to over-estimate such ‘goods’ as these outcomes should be brokered by the demos. Otherwise, ‘in the end, advocating for [any type of democracy or democratic innovation] is nothing more than advocating for a certain form of politics, with or without the demos’ (p. 694). See Larry Alan Busk, ‘Schmitt’s Democratic Dialectic: On the Limits of Democracy as a Value’. *Philosophy and Social Criticism*, 47(6), 2021, pp. 681-701.

52 Normatively, the emphasis in this article is on researching together. Asenbaum, for example, demonstrates that ‘democratizing’ research by working together can lead to empowering participants and the research project alike. See Hans Asenbaum, ‘Doing Democratic Theory Democratically’. *International Journal of Qualitative Methods*, 21, 2022, pp. 1-12.


You quickly enter your number by tapping your government issued TaxTrack card, you pay and carry on with your day. In the background, through digital channels embodied and connected by the usual boxes, wires, and satellite dishes, each of your tax dollars are ‘laced’ with your number and then sent to their respective locations pursuant to context: municipal, state, territory, province, region and federal/national treasuries.

Fast forward in this cassette of time to when you are paying your taxes to your state government. These are annual property taxes. For example, in the State of Victoria, Australia, if your property was worth $950,000 you would pay $975 plus 0.5% of your property’s worth over $600,000. In this example, your property tax contribution for this year is $18,475. Again, you are invited to enter your TaxTrack number when submitting that payment. Fast forward again and again to when you are paying capital gains tax, income tax, various excise taxes (e.g. for motor fuel, tobacco), foreign income tax, ‘stamp’ duties, import taxes, and so forth. On each of these occasions you have entered your TaxTrack number and on each of these occasions your tax dollars were ‘laced’ with it.

Still later in time, you find yourself having a spare moment in your doctor’s waiting room, so you open your mobile device, select the TaxTrack application, work through your identification security screening, and then begin to explore the information provided to you by the app. Since registering with TaxTrack you have contributed over one hundred thousand dollars in taxes to the federal/national treasury and sub-national treasuries like those of your state/territory/province and municipality. The app tells you that the national/federal government has used your money to service the country’s debt, to fund a ministerial inquisition into environmental degradation in one of your country’s World Heritage Sites, to increase policing budgets, and that several thousand dollars were spent on ammunition for your country’s armed forces. The municipality used your money to support a public fund that is being grown to generate sustainable funding through monthly interest returns for the homeless people in your town, and then to pay for the repair of a road, and lastly to pay for the salary of the town’s mayor.

You select further information by clicking on an invoice for the road repair, noting your surprise of the high cost of this work. At this juncture, you furrow your brow and wonder why your money was used to buy ammunition but also given to support the local mayor’s salary – whose name you only just found out whilst perusing through the app. You then open the ‘spending controls’ tab in the app and stipulate that your tax contributions are not to be spent on ammunition nor for the salary of the mayor (as you don’t understand what it is they exactly do – perhaps you will change this setting later when you know more). You also select that 25% of all your state/territory/provincial tax contributions can only be spent on healthcare, as wait times and prescriptions prices are on the increase. At the same time, you stipulate that only 5% of your tax contributions can be spent on policing, as you are wary about unfolding militarization of, and discrimination in, that particular public service.

[55] The logic of ‘lacing’ is similar to the ‘encryption’ method used by End-to-End Auditable Voting Systems which is designed to allow an individual to anonymously track and verify if their ballot has been counted correctly. For more on the end-to-end method, see Lowry and Vora, ‘Desirable Properties of Voting Systems’, End-to-End discussion paper, 2009. Accessed at: <https://www.nist.gov/publications/desirable-properties-voting-systems>.

Portrait (2) The Future User, reality 2

TaxTrack has been in use for decades now. The news reports that rates of participation steady increase and are sustainable year-over-year. Even though you are a modest pensioner, with no schooling beyond year ten, you are a firm believer in education and have stipulated the control in your app that your tax dollars can only be used for educative purposes, irrespective of which level of government your money has gone to. At the municipal level, in your country town, your money will hopefully be used to support the after-school clubs and holiday camps for local kids. At the sub-national level, your money will hopefully be used to lower prices for children at the canteen. And at the federal/national level your money will hopefully end up funding more places so that disadvantaged people can pursue their dreams beyond secondary school, beyond year ten, without having to think about generating income and avoiding crippling debt – concerns that were once yours. In fact, you regularly check the invoices and make virtual appointments to see your treasurers in government or their aides (or representatives in parliament who scrutinize and oversee them), as needed, when spending isn’t happening your way. You feel motivated to contact your elected representatives to communicate your concerns over spending. So much so that public servants, Jess and Philomena, at the sub-national treasury now know you by name and make sure your contributions are, as you say, ‘correctly spent’.

Portrait (3) The Future Analyst, reality 1

Reya, a computer scientist, former social worker, and presently serving senior analyst for the intergovernmental TaxTrack programme, is in full concentration over the algorithmic projections for her client’s (governments’) budgets. She, like dozens of other analysts, provide up-to-date reports on several municipal government budgets and fields questions from the officers of those budgets. There are separate interdisciplinary teams for the sub-national and national/federal government budgets. What Reya sees is a constantly fluctuating projection of available moneys and the permissions or restrictions associated with them in aggregate, as determined by the individual inputs constituting them.

This level of individual control over spending started well in its initial premise: citizens, residents, even temporary visitors were engaging with the application. Over time though, as people, especially policy communities, wealthy individuals, large businesses, and business blocs became familiar with the model, governments had to discuss unintended outcomes. For example, despite the larger number of less wealthy people who are individually and sometimes collectively placing controls on their spending, this proved to not be enough to outweigh the special interests of the wealthier minority.

Municipal, sub-national, and national/federal governments are all facing the same issue when it comes time to prepare budgets and spending protocols with their citizen partners in various Participatory Budgeting arrangements. They are forced to spend on certain policy fields to the detriment of others that would benefit the greater number. This is why a national deliberative citizens’ assembly, which will deliberate with a parliamentary committee in numerous stages over two years, has been convened: all governments need further guidance from their

57 A question to explore in further research is whether TaxTrack can (a) lead to more communication between voters and their elected representatives and, if yes, then (b) does this support the scrutiny function of parliament over government finances? This line of inquiry may promote a more participatory approach to supporting a parliament’s oversight in relation to spending by government.
sovereigns (citizens) on how to respond to strategic controls on spending by wealthy minorities. The citizens’ assembly on TaxTrack will advise parliament on this topic, feeding into the next round of review for the model.

**Portrait (4) The Future Analyst, reality 2**

Sarak works with the interdisciplinary team that manages his country’s national TaxTrack application. They feel that the model is a responsible bargain between individual users, their elected representatives (i.e. parliamentarians), and groups of citizens who participate with their representatives when it comes time to plan and spend the budget. As TaxTrack gained prominence in their country, Sarak kept a close eye on the news about how the national/federal government perceived its potentials and risks, partly out of curiosity over this novelty but also out of career strategy: they just finished a Master of Political Science, specializing in artificial intelligence, systems of democracy, and public finance.

The values held by the government initiating the first TaxTrack trials at the national level were socially progressive but fiscally conservative. It was, therefore, decided that the TaxTrack model should first be in the service of long-standing national priorities like poverty alleviation, environmental regeneration, and stimulating local business acumen. Therefore, no controls would be placed on the choice that people of lower income have about what their tax dollars can/should or cannot/should not be spent on. For the individuals, which includes corporations, earning over a certain threshold, the government decided that they could only determine a maximum of 50% of their tax dollars. The other 50% would be controlled by the government and its citizen partners in various PB arrangements. This would enable the government and its partners to sustain environmental regeneration and local business development programs without, at least in this scenario, the strategic interference of moneyed interests.

**TAXTRACK IN TWO FORMAL MODELS**

These four scenarios offer an evocative explanation of the TaxTrack model if it were built into the fabric of society – if it became institutionalised, competently implemented, and common in use. As we hope to have made clear in these ‘portraits’, TaxTrack is unlikely to be antidotal to long-standing and new policy problems nor to political considerations over stability and responsible governance. It is, we assert, most promising in its capacity to assist in the kaleidoscope of ongoing efforts to re-connect, re-interest, and re-engage people with their public affairs and institutions, in particular with parliaments.

Our model’s capacity to do this is entirely due to its *input* orientation. We are primarily concerned with democratizing taxation to the level of the private individual and not the public collective as happens through PB for example. This, in the model, can afford the individual secure access to their government’s invoices, spending, and the public/civil service teams or personnel responsible for the spend and the public or private partners who got the work done. This level of detail – which an individual can engage with privately – renders the financial trails in parliaments and government ministries, departments, and offices more transparent to taxpayers, thus supporting democratic accountability. It can, likewise, afford the individual the capacity to establish what they consider an acceptable use of their tax contributions. We will explain the potential benefits that these dynamics can yield for
individuals and their democratic regimes in the next section by relating them to similar dynamics that have already been thoroughly tested in the democratic innovations literature.

Presently, our focus is given to the formal presentation of our model in two registers: (1) the simplified model and (2) the pluralized model. This formalization renders the evocative explanation of TaxTrack into rigid logical parameters which makes theory-building more feasible.

The Simplified Model

The simplified TaxTrack model is rendered into formal terms as follows. \( A \), which represents the individual, contributes \( B \), which represents taxes. This is given as:

\[ A \rightarrow B \]

The \( B \) that \( A \) contributes is recorded by \( C \), which represents the TaxTrack application.

\[ A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \]

\( C \) communicates \( D \), which represents financial information, back to \( A \) but also to \( E \), which represents the spending authority (e.g. the officers a government appoints for this purpose).

\[ A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \text{ then } C \rightarrow D \rightarrow A \& E \]

\( E \) spends \( B \) as controlled by \( A \). This is given as:

\[ A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \text{ then } C \rightarrow D \rightarrow A \& E \text{ then } E \rightarrow B(A) \]

\( F \), which represents feedback on \( A \)’s controls and interactions with the app and \( E \)’s spending and associated records (e.g. invoices, contracts, etc.), informs \( A \) and \( E \) through \( C \). \( F \) can modify \( A \)’s behaviour prompting \( A \) to place controls on their prospective \( B \). It can equally modify \( E \)’s behaviour as, for example, it affords \( E \) the capacity to plan responses to \( A \)’s controls or to message \( A \) to increase their engagement levels. This modified behaviour is represented as \( A \rightarrow C(B) \). This is given as:

\[ F \rightarrow A \& E \text{ then } A \rightarrow C(B) \text{ and } E \rightarrow A(C) \]

At this point, the circuit closes as \( A \), after placing controls on their \( B \) in \( C \), will continue to contribute \( B \) which is then recorded by \( C \). Likewise, \( E \) is responding to data from \( A \). This is given as:

\[ A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \text{ then } C \rightarrow D \rightarrow A \& E \text{ then } E \rightarrow B(A) \text{ then } F \rightarrow A \& E \text{ then } A \rightarrow C(B) \text{ and } E \rightarrow A(C) \text{ then } A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \text{ etc} \]

We have now established the simplified model. The complete simplified model proceeds in six steps as follows:

(1) \( A \) (an individual) contributes \( B \) (tax money) which is recorded by \( C \) (the TaxTrack application). Then, (2) \( C \) (the application) communicates \( D \) (financial information) to \( A \) (the individual) & \( E \) (the spending authority). Then, (3) \( E \) (the spending authority) spends \( B \) (tax money) which is controlled by \( A \) (the individual). Then, (4) \( F \) (feedback) informs both \( A \) (the individual) and \( E \) (the spending authority) through \( C \) (the application). Then, (6) \( A \) places
controls on their B in C and E communicates back to A through C. Then, (6) A (the individual) contributes B (tax money) which is recorded by C (the application), and a new cycle begins.

The Plural Model

In the plural model, there are infinite A (individuals) whose participation in the application fluctuates from no use to constant use. This is represented as: $A^\infty$ (infinite individuals) and $A^{0,1}$ (an individual’s use of the application, where 0 represents no use and 1 always in use). They are referred to as the ‘As’.

The As contribute finite B (tax moneys, e.g. income tax, sales taxes, property tax, etc.,) which fluctuate in amount based on the economic activity of the As from low contributions to high contributions. B therefore becomes $B^n$ to represent the finitude of tax moneys, and, $B^{0,1}$ to represent fluctuating contributions where 0 is low contributions and 1 is high contributions. These are referred to as the ‘Bs’. Given that 0 and 1 are not maximalist values, as a person participating in society will invariably contribute taxes to some degree, the parameters for ‘low’ and ‘high’ are individual-specific and can be worked out, over time, through an individual’s use of the TaxTrack application.

The Bs (finite and fluctuating tax contributions) of the As are recorded by C (the TaxTrack application) which communicates D a finite amount of financial data, from simple mediated information to complex raw information, back to the As and to a finite number of E (spending authorities). D therefore becomes $D^{0,1}$ where 0 refers to simple mediated information and 1 to complex raw information. It is possible here for an A or an E to select either 0 or 1, perhaps even select an artificial intelligence mediated information product in between the two parameters. As with the Bs above, 0 and 1 in relation to $D^{0,1}$ are not maximalist parameters and this information needs to be defined by both TaxTrack users and spending authorities.

Whilst $D^{0,1}$ is communicated to As through C it is also communicated to E, which now refers to a finitude of spending authorities (e.g. local or municipal, state/territory/provincial/regional or sub-national, and federal/national) which is represented as $E^n$ but referred to as ‘Es’ for simplicity. Given that informational asymmetry is already well-documented in the intergovernmental relations literature, there is scope for $D^{0,1}$ to provide real-time public finance information to all Es simultaneously through their use of C.

The F, or feedback, on the way Es spent the Bs is reported to the As and the Es through $D^{0,1}$ in real time. Different to the simplified model, in the plural model F is merely the function that feeds information presented by $D^{0,1}$. D and F are the same except they perform different functions. $D^{0,1}$ presents financial information through C to As & Es and F feeds that information into D. This is given as $(F)D^{0,1}$.

In the pluralized model, each of the Es has the authority to apply rules to the way As can control their tax contributions and to what extent. This is represented as $A_s(Es)$. As can work together to formulate political strategies by placing spending controls on the Es. This is represented as $A_s(Es) \rightarrow C(B)$. $D^{0,1}$ affords both Es and As equal opportunity to engage with budgeting information which may, or may not, constitute risk to state security and lead to improved or worsened intergovernmental relations. The pluralized model is given as follows:

$$A_s \rightarrow B_s \rightarrow C \text{ then } A_s(Es) \rightarrow C(B) \rightarrow (F)D^{0,1} \rightarrow A_s & E_s \text{ then } E_s \rightarrow B_s(A_s) \rightarrow F$$
then \( F \rightarrow D^{0.1} \rightarrow C \rightarrow As \& Es \) then \( As \rightarrow Bs \rightarrow C \) etc

**Discussion**

The simplified model portrays a staged and circuitous system that allows individuals the opportunity to understand how many tax dollars they have contributed from the time they registered to use the TaxTrack application. Users can understand where their tax dollars are housed, by whom, and what role they are fulfilling or have fulfilled as per the spending authority’s discretion. Some users may be able to control all or some of their tax contributions before they are spent or are assigned to some other financial operation, such as a public savings plan. Others may see that their dollars have already been issued to some purpose and may, therefore, place controls on their future tax contributions. This behaviour is informed by the feedback mechanism.\(^{58}\)

Opportunities and risks abound in the simplified model. For example, TaxTrack may prove capable of combatting the influence of lobbyists on governments, pork-barrelling by governments, and it could also shed more light on public private partnerships, quasi-governmental contracts, and other network-governance arrangements. It may even lead to an increase in people’s discussion over whether governments should be funding more services, which may increase taxes, or less, so that private industry fills the service gaps and for taxes to be lowered (i.e. big state vs. small).

TaxTrack opens consultation. Deliberation can, for example, be concurrently organized to discuss how controls by users should be conducted or to discuss how financial information is presented to both users and spenders in the TaxTrack app. Further, people can opt-into public/participatory budgeting processes within the app and be drawn randomly from there. People may also discover their future tax contributions are earmarked for historically agreed projects and this may cause tension if they are not in favour with the project or the cost of the spend. Unions invested in the project could end up having to convince people to continue funding public servants or to increase their pay and benefits. People, through collective action, may decide to implement social accountability mechanisms to ensure vulnerable or marginalized members of their community receive adequate support. Conversely, a user’s controls over their tax contributions may lead to budget shortfalls in key areas for governments which may result in, for instance, their inability to meet international treaty obligations and pensions for the aged (especially in contexts where young people outnumber the older adults). Indeed, demographic selfishness and short-term values exhibited by users through their controls may lead to social dysfunctions or, in a more generous reading, people and governments may anticipate this risk and start conversations on how to avoid, or justify, anticipated dysfunctionalities. These risks, and their mitigation strategies, will need to be carefully investigated in controlled studies.

The pluralized model also portrays a circuitous system but one that is complicated by real time information exchange and that offers more choice and complexity. Participants are many, their levels of engagement with the app fluctuate, their tax contributions are finite but may fluctuate from year to year as individual spending habits are rarely fixed. Tax

---

\(^{58}\) A government using the TaxTrack application may opt to implement ‘nudges’ to inform a TaxTrack user about the behaviour of their peers using the app. For example, an infographic may state that the average user spends 27% more time examining invoices than they do (therefore hoping for increased engagement with spending records) or that 74% of users are supporting a temporary healthcare tax levy (therefore hoping for increased support of the levy).
contributions in this model go to a finite number of government treasuries with controls that can be stable or with controls that fluctuate as fast as a user can manipulate the app – this may constitute a digital security risk that may require mitigation through an algorithm product. The application can return simple or complex financial information to its users (taxpayers) and, also, to government authorities (spenders) which may be fully autonomous and randomly selected individuals running a government-sponsored Participatory Budgeting process or the opposite.

In the plural model, the governing authority may choose to restrict the amount of control users have over their tax dollars or to assign specific permissions to specific income brackets or types of persons (thinking, here, especially of corporations as persons). Users may, in turn, decide to pool their controls in bids to restrict or otherwise outmanoeuvre one or more spending authorities or other user cabals.

The equitability of access to financial information given through the TaxTrack app may raise concerns over state security as foreign agents with nefarious purposes or other people with criminal intent may use this information to gain advantage for their sponsors or to their criminal interests. There is also concern over the abuse of individual tax controls by violent partners or guardians as domestic tyrants may be able to manipulate the choices of their victims. We have further concerns and questions such as over digital exclusion as not everyone has the capacity to access the required technology to use the TaxTrack app, over the age that a user should have to participate (we suggest that a person crosses the boundary the minute they contribute their first tax dollar), and over what TaxTrack data may look like for spending authorities who are typically accustomed to viewing more static or fixed data on their budgets.

If TaxTrack were used, it may spell boon or bane to its users: individuals, governments, institutions of governance such as parliaments, and policy communities alike. And whilst all TaxTrack’s prospective claims and questions raised merit testing and exploration in controlled research trials, we will, instead, here draw out interactive situations from TaxTrack that have already been thoroughly researched in the democratic innovations literature to establish the beginnings of a theory for the model. We do this to demonstrate that TaxTrack can offer normative and instrumental benefits to its users – both individuals and the democratic regime(s) that have implemented the model.

**CONCLUSION: A DEMOCRATIC INNOVATIONS-INFORMED THEORY**

Three interactive situations are drawn out of the TaxTrack model as they relate, thematically, to previously conducted studies in the democratic innovations literature. They are (1) when a person gets information from their TaxTrack app [when $D_{0,1}$ is communicated back to $As$ through $C$], (2) when a person can interact with the spending information from the app [when $As$ interact with $D_{0,1}$ through $C$], and (3) when a person can place controls on how their future, or unspent, tax contributions can or cannot be spent by the spending authority [when $As$ determine controls in $C$]. The first situation is an invocation of transparency in governance. The second situation is an invocation of accountability and anti-corruption in governance. And the third situation is an invocation of sovereign control in governance, or, to put it differently, of direct engagement by citizens.
The democratic innovations literature is replete with evidence of the normative and instrumental benefits or ‘goods’ that come to individuals when they can access information, hold individuals in government or other positions of power to account, and exercise their power in the governance of themselves and of others.\(^{59}\) We will work through each interactive situation to demonstrate the likelihood of reproducing these outcomes should TaxTrack be used, be embedded,\(^{60}\) in the real world and in contexts where other democratic innovations are already in use. As Frank Hendriks reminds, any ‘theory of democratic innovation’ must be ‘aware of and [be] sensitive to the reality of democratic hybridization’.\(^{61}\) Of particular interest to us is, therefore, to study how TaxTrack may interact (beneficially or not) with PB and democratic deliberation processes more generally – especially over matters of public finance.

Further, we would like to explore Culawaerts and Reuchamps claim\(^{62}\) that a democratic innovation’s disruptive potential to the governing order is not related to its perceived legitimacy. We understand legitimacy as something that is built, over time, through a thing’s increased usage and proven capacity.\(^{63}\) Therefore, it may be possible for TaxTrack to make inroads towards participating in, and hopefully sustaining, existing democratic innovation systems.

**Interactive Situation 1, Transparency**

Archon Fung writes in his portrait of ‘infotopia’\(^{64}\) that for people to engage with transparency it needs to satisfy four principles. These are, first, that information ‘should be rich, deep, and readily available’. The second is that the provision of this information should not jeopardize people’s interests (e.g. reveal state secrets, leak private information, etc.,). Third is that information ‘should be organized and provided in ways that are accessible’ to users. And the fourth is that it should be possible for users to act based on the information they have been given access to. If these conditions are met in TaxTrack, Fung’s theory suggests that the application can lead to civic learning (as also indicated in *Future User, reality 2*). More specifically, use of the application may lead to individuals obtaining information about their contributions to public affairs, how their contributions are used by the agents that govern them, to what effect, and how individuals can then respond to this information.

---


\(^{60}\) Sonia Bussu, Adrian Bua, Rikki Dean and Graham Smith, ‘Introduction: Embedding Participatory Governance’. *Critical Policy Studies*, 16(2), 2022, pp. 133-145.


\(^{63}\) This can particularly be seen in the field of environmental sustainability as noted by Inge Stupak, Maha Mansoor, and C. Tattersall Smith, ‘Conceptual Framework for Increasing Legitimacy and Trust of Sustainability Governance.’ *Energy Sustainability, and Society*, 11, 2021, Article #5. Accessed at: <https://energsustainsoc.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13705-021-00280-x>.

Interactive Situation 2, Accountability and Anti-Corruption

Fung’s theory of transparency unlocks the TaxTrack user’s capacity to hold agents of the state, and the businesses (public, private or otherwise) that have been commissioned by the state to conduct works on behalf of people to account. In clientelist states with patronage problems, transparency of information can even lead to diminishing patron-client relationships and therefore result in a decrease of the patronage problem.\textsuperscript{65} In TaxTrack, this is especially true of individuals being able to read the invoices that their tax contributions were used to pay in full or in part. An over-reliance on one firm could, for example, raise red flags around competition fairness or the ties a government official might have with that firm.

As Stephen Elstub and Oliver Escobar write, ‘we live in a time where the ideal of democracy is widely loved, but its practices are broadly criticised’.\textsuperscript{66} Designing systems in which individuals can participate, can practice civic arts, appears to be a means to alleviate this pernicious dynamic. When it comes to an individual who is reading invoices through TaxTrack they are ensuring that spending decisions are not made privately. From user to invoice, from invoice to its issuer, and from the person who paid that invoice to the issuer, a direct line of accountability can be created by the user themselves, over and over again.\textsuperscript{67} Such ‘lines of accountability’,\textsuperscript{68} as Graham Smith attests, can combat corruption and lead to people trusting their governments more which may lead to reinforcing a person’s commitment to their democratic regime or to other regimes which offer similar democratic services to their people. It may also prove the opposite and lead to declining levels of trust in cases where TaxTrack inputs are noticeably ignored by government.\textsuperscript{69}

Interactive Situation 3, Direct Engagement

Albert Dzur\textsuperscript{70} advises his readers not to fall into the trap of the ‘insanity problem’: which is to try the same thing over, and over, again expecting different results. His interjection is given in the democratic innovations literature to chide static representative governance: more of the same, of keeping people at arms-length from exercising their sovereignty, will not fix democratic malaises. Dzur’s chiding, however, falls short of a full criticism which Jäske and Setälä\textsuperscript{71} round out by advising that once people are directly engaging, when something new is being tried, it is imperative to focus on the function that the people are performing and the results of their functions. If we do not focus on function, then this ‘something new’ may fall into a symbolic role and lead to repetition.


\textsuperscript{68} Smith, Democratic Innovations, p. 64.


Direct participation and effective functions of the people participating need, therefore, to be demonstrated and, frankly, as Pogrebinschi and Ryan\textsuperscript{72} make clear, this can perhaps only be done, or be best done, through ‘output legitimacy’. In other words, the users of TaxTrack, for example, will only gain a sense of participating in something new and impactful if they, themselves, can easily see the result of their engagement. Placing controls on spending (e.g. all treasuries that taxes are contributed to by a person cannot, as per their controls, be spent on anything other than environmental programs) is one means for doing so. The user can even verify that the invoices in which their tax contributions have been used are for environmental programs. If it is spent on something tangible, like tree planting or reflooding a marsh, the user could conceivably gain permission from the relevant authority and visit the places the work is or was conducted to satisfy their instinct for personal, or independent, verification. In this, the user’s function is clear as is their capacity to determine the legitimacy of their output by seeing for themselves.

To end, as Åström, Jonsson and Karlsson demonstrate in their study of the efficacy of democratic innovations to ‘reverse declining trust’ in democratic regimes such as Sweden’s,\textsuperscript{73} it takes both the competent implementation of a democratic innovation and an individual’s feeling, or sense, that their participation matters or that it really has made a difference.\textsuperscript{74} Both the competent implementation of a hypothetical democratic innovation like TaxTrack and the way an individual feels after participating in it are not given nor guaranteed. Outside of actual testing, through experiments and feasibility trials, and theory building generated by that work, all we can say in this article is that the democratic innovations literature points to likelihoods of normative and instrumental goods for both TaxTrack users and the governments that serve them. We also hypothesize that TaxTrack will likely interact with other democratic innovations like PB – and with other political processes, institutions, and practices across state, civil society and private sectors – in both good and problematic ways. TaxTrack therefore has the potential to help in the effort to reconnect people with their public affairs – parliaments in particular – and to do so in a way that may both sustain, and challenge, existing arrangements in a democratic system that is already using other democratic innovations.
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